Electrostatic protection analysis of the pasting equipment
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduced the theory of static electricity protection for heating and pasting equipment. Conductors were electrically conductive objects, in which there were free to move the charge; we studied the metal conductor, which was characterized by the existence of lots of free movement of internal electrons. Due to the characteristics of the metal conductor in the electric field, the role of electric field would be force the free electrons to move in the conductor surface charge redistribution phenomenon. When there was no charge in the conductor for the state of the static movement of static equilibrium. The static equilibrium states and conditions were analyzed theoretically, respectively.

1. Introduction

In the living environment, the vacuum was only an ideal situation, and the actual electric field there would always be some material, from the conductive material into conductors, semiconductors and dielectrics, these substances into the electric field, and the electric field Have interaction and influence. The charge that appeared on the surface was called the induced charge. Electrostatic induction process was non-equilibrium state[1-4]. There was no charge in the conductor for the state of static movement of static equilibrium. Conductor surface charge in two cases: no charge in the plane, there were equal surface charge of different numbers. Suppose there were equal numbers in the plane Charge, then there were an electric field line from the positive charge at the negative charge, we knew that along the direction of the electric field line potential was reduced. Therefore, the potential of the positive charge distribution was higher than that of the negative charge distribution, which was contradictory to the equipotential surface of the conductor surface in electrostatic equilibrium. Therefore, charge was distributed only on the outer surface, and no charge was present on the inner surface[5-7].

Reduce the direct friction of objects, due to avoid frequent contact between objects or separation (including surface stripping and flammable liquid flow) as far as possible. Kept objects clean and free from static electricity. Metal shields were to be applied to the live conductor or its insulation. For machines, equipment, machine grounding is to prevent the best way to generate static electricity.
2. Electrostatic induction phenomenon

![Fig1. Generate static electricity](image)

![Fig2. Electrostatic induction performance charge and elimination method](image)

3. Electrostatic shielding and Cavity conductor

When there was no charged body in the cavity, the electric charge of the conductor was distributed only on its outer surface. In the conductor inside the arbitrary take a closed curved surface $S$, because the electric field strength inside the conductor was zero, by Gauss theorem.

$$\oint_E \cdot dS = \frac{1}{\epsilon_0} \sum_i q_i = 0$$

So the conductor surface charge in two cases: no charge in the face, The same number of different surface charge. Suppose there were equal numbers in the plane Charge, then there must be an electric field line from the positive charge at the negative charge, we know that along the direction of the electric field line potential was reduced. Therefore, the potential of the positive charge distribution was higher than that of the negative charge distribution, which was contradictory to the equipotential surface of the conductor surface in electrostatic equilibrium. Therefore, charge was distributed only on the outer surface, and no charge was present on the inner surface.

There was no charge on the inner surface. The relationship between the surface charge density and the field strength means that no electric field in the immediate vicinity of the conductor surface. If there was an electric field in the internal space, there will be a distribution of the electric field lines, which must be interrupted. Not only in the absence of charge to interrupt the contradiction, but also the entire conductor inside the space electric field strength is zero everywhere.

In the cavity part of the optional point A, the cavity part of the optional point B, calculate the
potential difference between AB two points, so the two potential difference is zero. The two points are optional, so that the cavity portion and the cavity portion are all an equipotential body. Electrostatic shielding: The internal electric field of a cavity conductor (whether grounded or not) was not affected by an external electric field and can shield the external field from internal influences.

When there was a charged body in the cavity, the algebraic sum of charge and cavity charge in the inner surface of the cavity conductor was zero. Cavity charge + q, then there will certainly be on the surface of the negative charge distribution, how much charge power? Still using the Gaussian theorem, in the cavity part of a closed Gaussian surface. Because the left side was zero, so the inner surface with the same number of different charges, the charge on the inner surface of the charge and the charge of algebraic sum of zero, according to the conservation of charge, the outer surface charge + q.

When the change in the cavity charge charge, the external surface charge changes, so this time the internal charge on the field have an impact. However, if we ground the outer surface, the external field will be no longer affect if we change the charge or position of the internal charge anyway. A grounded cavity conductor shields the external field from internal influences and also shields the internal field from external fields. This phenomenon was called electrostatic shielding.

4. Conclusion

When the change in the cavity was charged, the external surface would be changes. At same time, the internal charge on the field had an impact. However, if we ground the outer surface, the external field will no longer be affected, if it will be changed the charge or position of the internal charge anyway. Not only grounding the conductor could shield the external field of internal impact, but also shield the internal field of the impact of external field, it could play a static electricity protection equipment role.
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